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I. Introduction. The solutions of the quadratic equation ax2 + bx+c

= 0, where a, b, and c are real numbers, are given in exact form by

the quadratic formula. Moreover, if the roots are real and irrational,

Newton's method or continued fractions may be used to approximate

the solutions.

A generalized form of this problem, the quadratic equation in

Banach space, is not at present so easily handled; many questions

remain to be answered concerning the nature and number of roots and

the best methods for finding them. The generalization of familiar

methods has probably contributed the most satisfactory answers to

these questions. Newton's method has been generalized to Banach

space by Kantorovich [3], and in a particular case, this method has

been used for the numerical solution of a "quadratic" integral equa-

tion of Chandrasekhar [5]. In a recent paper, Rail has proposed a

quadratic formula in Banach space [6].

This paper presents the results of investigations on the continued

fraction approach. An iterative process is given for finding roots of

the quadratic equation in Banach space. The process is essentially

a generalization to Banach space of a periodic continued fraction.

A method is also given for extending the iterative process to include

a wider range of application.2

II. Basic concepts. The preliminary considerations necessary for

our investigation constitute generally common knowledge of Banach

space, linear and bilinear operators in a Banach space. Information

about these concepts and illustrative examples are readily available

from several sources [l; 3; 6; 7]. Most of such knowledge is assumed

here; only the especially pertinent facts will be noted.

Let X hereafter denote a Banach space, that is, a complete normed

linear space, and 6 its null element of addition. If xEX, we shall

denote the norm of x by ||x||. A linear operator L in X is a single-
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valued map of X into itself, where Lx shall denote the image of xEX

under the map L. L is (1) additive, (2) continuous, and (3) homo-

geneous: (1) L(x-f-;y) =Lx+Ly for all x, yEX; (2) if x„—>x as n—»«>,

then Lxn—*Lx as n—»oo(||xn — x[|—>0 as n—>co implies ||Lxn — Lx||—>0

as m—>co); (3) Z(Xx)=X(Lx) for any complex X. Moreover, an addi-

tive and continuous operator is (4) bounded [2, p. 16]: (4) there exists

a non-negative real number M such that

||Lx|| g M-||a:|| for all* EX.

The norm of L is defined by

||L|| = greatest lower bound {Af:||Lx|| :S Af||*|| for all x E Xf,

so that

||Lx|| g ||Z,||-||*|| for all *G X.

If R and 5 are linear operators in X, then (R+S) and (RS) are

again linear operators in X and ||E+S|| ^||£||+||S||, ||£S|| g||E||-||S||

[4, p. 194]. If there exists a linear operator P in X such that PL=LP

= 1, where Ix = x for all xEX, then P is denoted by P = L~l and is

called the inverse of L. A sufficient condition that (I+L)~x exist is

that ||i||<l; in this case, 11(7"-f-JL)"1!! ^1/(1 -||i||) [3, p. 24]. With
the definitions of the norm and sum of linear operators and of scalar

multiplication, the collection of all linear operators in X forms a

Banach space [2, pp. 32-33]. Denote this space by (X).

A bilinear operator is a linear operator mapping X into (X), that

is (Bx)E(X) for each xEX [6, p. 5]. Thus, for each x, yEX, Bxy

= (Bx)y is an element of X. From these facts we deduce that if

x, y, zEX, Bx(y+z)=Bxy+Bxz and B(x+y)z = Bxz+Byz; more-

over, since Bx and B are bounded, ||Bx|| =||-B|| -||x|| and ||JBxy||

^H-SlHHHHI for a11 x, yEX.
To every bilinear B there correspond two bilinear operators: B*,

the permutation of B, defined by B*xy, =Byx for all x, yEX; and

B, the mean of B, defined by

Bxy = — {Bxy + Byx} = — {B + B*}xy,

for all x, yEX. A bilinear operator B such that B=B* = B is said to

be symmetric.

III. Iterative solution of the quadratic equation. Consider the

quadratic equation

(3.1) Bxx + Ax = y,
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where B is a bilinear operator in X, A is a linear operator in X, and

y is a given element of X. We seek solutions xEX satisfying (3.1).

Rail has shown that since

Bxx + Ax = B*xx + Ax = Bxx + Ax,

there is no loss of generality in the assumption that B is symmetric

[6, pp. 7-8]. This assumption will be made throughout the remainder

of this paper.

We shall investigate the iterative procedure given by

Fo = z,
(3.2)

Fn+i = (A + BFJ-ty, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

where zEX. Note that if F„EX, then (A+BFn)E(X), so that if

FnEX and (.4+.BF,,)-1 exists, it follows that Fn+iEX. Since F0

= zEX, we shall say that F„+i is defined if (A+BFk)~x exists for

k = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ , n. If Fn is defined for n = 0, 1, 2, • • • , (3.2) will be
said to be defined. Before proceeding, let us justify the investigation

of (3.2).

Theorem 1. // (3.2) is defined and if there exists an xEX such that

F„—»x as n—> m, then x is a solution of (3.1).

Proof. Since xEX, (A + Bx)E(X). Consider [(A +Bx)Fn+i-y].

For n Si 1,

(A + Bx)Fn+i - y = (A + Bx)(A + BFn)'^ - y

= [(Bx)(A + BFn)-1 + A(A + BFn)-1 - l]y

= (Bx - BFn)(A + BFn)~ly

= (Bx - BFn)Fn+i.

Therefore,

||U + Bx)Fn+i - y|| ^ ||S|| -||* - Fn|| •||£B+i||.

But ||x —Fn||—»0 as «—»«5 and {£,.} is a bounded sequence, so

|| (A + Bx)Fn+i — y|| —> 0 as w —> °o

that is, (A+Bx)Fn+i-J>y as «—»<». Since (A+Bx) is continuous, we

have

(.4 + Bx)x = y

or

Ax + Bxx = y.
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Hence, (3.2) provides an approximate solution to (3.1) if (3.2) is

defined and {Fn} converges in X. The following theorem gives suffi-

cient conditions that (3.2) be defined.

Theorem 2. If

(3.3) A-1 exists, and if

(3.4) 0 < ll^-^-II^H-llwll g — »    where   w = A~x y,
4

and

i-(i-411a-'|H|^|HH|)'/»
2

then (3.2) is defined.

Proof. Now (A+BFn)~l exists if (I+A^BFn)'1 exists, since

(A+BFn)-1 = (I+A-lBFn)'lA-\ We shall show the existence of

(I+A^BFn)-1 for all n. First note that if £„ is defined and H^-IBE,^

<1, then (I+A-i-BFn)-1 exists and Fn+i = (I+A-lBFn)-'w is de-

fined. Hence since ||.4-l.BEo|| = ||-f4-1.Bz|| <1, the proof follows by in-

duction on the inequality ||.4-1.BE„|| ^|]^4_15z||. For w = 0, equality

holds. Assume ||4-l££*|| ^H^-^zH for k = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n. Then

WA^BFn+iW = \\A-^B(I + A-^BFnrhvW

JM-jM-NI
"  1 -WA^BFnW

JM-H-N-NI
-  l-M-^zll

so m-^En+iii^m-iBzii if

(H^l-^zll)2 - WA-'BzW + ||i4-»||-||B||-||zo|| £ 0,

which is true by (3.4) and (3.5).

If (3.4) and (3.5) are strengthened slightly, (3.2) may be shown to

converge, and an error bound is obtained.

Theorem 3. //

(3.6) A-1 exists, and if

(3.7) 0<||J4-1||-||JB||-||w|| ^ 5 < 1/4,
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and if

1 - (1 - 45)1'2      „ .,        1
(3.8)-— <, llA-'BzW < —,

2 " "2

then there exists an xEX such that Fn—>x as n—> <*>, and

(3.9) ||s - F»|| S YZ-WU + Bz)~ly - z||,

where

Wa-'BzW
(3.10) /8 = —L!—r,-!L7T<1.

Proof. By Theorem 2, (3.2) is defined. Consider (Fn+i — Fn). For

ra^l,

Fn+l  -   Fn   =   (A   +  BFn)-^  -   (A  +  BFn-l)'^

= (A + BFnYKBFn-l - BFn)(A + BFn-i)-^

=   (I +   A-1BFn)~1A-1B(Fn-,   -   Fn)Fn

= (I + A-1BFn)-1A-1BFn(Fn-i - F„),

so

ii ii      IM~15f»ll   ii ii
Fn+1 — Fn      ̂   -ii-W W^n  —   ̂ "-l

\\A~1BZ\\   II II      II II
=   1 II A    1H II      F» - K-^   = ^l|F" - Fn~^

1 — |[ A  1Bz\\

Induction on (3.11) gives

(3.12) ||F„+i- f„|| S/J»-||F, - Fo||.

Using (3.12), it follows that ii n^O, p = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,

n+p— 1 n+p— 1

\\Fn+P-Fn\\ ^   E ||F*+i-F,|| g   £ /3*-||Fi-F0||,

and since 0</3<l,

(3.13) ||Fn+p-F„|| g EiS^-llFi-Foll = -^— H^ - F0||.
k-n 1   —   fi

Hence {Fn} is a Cauchy sequence, and there exists an x£A" such

that F„—>x as n—>°o. Letting £—><x> in (3.13) we obtain
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||x-Fn|| £ JL-.\\Fi - F0\\.

In the application of (3.2) to many particular problems, the exact

values of \\A\\ and ||b|| are not known, but upper bounds for them

can be calculated. In this case the validation of the left-hand in-

equalities of (3.7) and (3.8) might be considered a rather troublesome

task. In the case of (3.7), a clarification resolves this difficulty. If

(3.6) holds, then H^-^O, so HA'1]] -\\b\\ -||w|| =0 if and only if
||w|| =0 or ||.B|| =0. Since A"1 exists, ||w|| =||^4_1y|| =0 if and only if

y = d [6, p. 5], in which case (3.2) gives the particular root x = 6 for

(3.1). If [|5|| =0, then Bxy=6 for all x, yEX, so (3.1) becomes the

linear equation Ax = y.

Condition (3.8) may be completely eliminated with a particular

choice of z in (3.2). If z=A~1y = w, and if (3.6) and (3.7) are satisfied,

it may be proved that (3.2) is defined and converges to an element

xEX, where

(45)"

The existence and convergence proofs are similar to Theorems 2 and

3, using in this case the fact that ||.4_1.BFn|| ^ 1/2 for all n? Although

z = w is certainly a convenient choice, it may not be the best choice.

If it is possible to choose z so that (3.8) is satisfied and z is reasonably

close to the actual solution of (3.1), much quicker convergence is ob-

tained as indicated by (3.9).

Mention has been made in the introduction that (3.2) is a con-

tinued fraction approach to the solution of (3.1). To make this fact

more apparent, let X be the space of real numbers with ||x|| = |x|,

and consider the quadratic equation

(3.14) ax2 + bx+c = 0,

where a, b, and c are real numbers. Now a is a bilinear operator,

||a|| = |a|, and & is a linear operator with b~x = l/b and ||&-1|| =1/| b\.

Thus, according to Theorem 3, if b^0, a^0, ct^O, and b2 — l\ac\ >0,

a root x of (3.14) as given by (3.2) is the continued fraction

(—c)       a( — c)       a( — c)

b     +      b    '+      b~ +•••'

IV. A method for extending the process. Suppose (3.1) fails to

satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3. One might still hope to find

8 The bilinear operator B is not assumed symmetric in these proofs.
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(3.2) applicable. For some iterative processes, such a hope is realized

with a more judicious "guess" with which to start the iteration. How-

ever, according to (3.6) and (3.7) we cannot assure ourselves of such

food fortune with (3.2). An extension is possible, nevertheless.

Consider first the quadratic equation

(4.1) Bxx = y,

an equation where (3.2) is not directly applicable. If we make the

substitution x = u+v, u, vEX, since B is symmetric we obtain

(4.2) Buu + 2(Bv)u = y - Bvv,

a quadratic of form (3.1). Thus, if we can choose a vEX such that

(5i»)-x exists and 0<||(£y)-1||-||£||-||(£i>)-1y-2)||<l, then (3.2) may

be applied to (4.2) to find a solution u. The solution of (4.1) is then

given by x = u+v. A known approximation to a root of (4.1) would

be the logical choice for v.

The same approach may be used for (3.1). In this case the trans-

formed equation becomes

(4.3) Buu + (2Bv + A)u = y - Av - Bvv.

A solution u of (4.3) can be obtained by (3.2) if v is so chosen that

(2Bv+A)~l exists and

0 < \\(2Bv + A)-l\\ •||5||-||(2St» + A)~l(y - Av - Bvv)\\ < 1/4.

Once again, a known approximation to a root of the original Equa-

tion (3.1) would be the logical choice for v.
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